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!he ~tatistic~ of ferroelectrics of .the KH 2 P0 4. typ; is investigated in the cluster approxImatlOn prevlOusly proposed by Blmc and Svetma I' J. By expanding into terms of small
parameters of the problem it is possible to derive an analytical expression for the free
energy. The calculated values and temperature dependences of the polarization, susceptibility and specific heat are compared with the experimental values for KH 2P0 4 and
KD~4. Satisfactory agreement between the theory and totality of experimental data can
be attained if one parameter is added to the model which takes into account the influence
of anharmonic and correlation effects near Tc. The changes in parameters of the model
due to deuteration are discussed and estimates of the changes are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
The study of phase transitions in ferroelectrics of
the KH 2 P04 (usually called KDP) has been the subject
of very many papers. According to the accepted interpretation, the principal role in the transition is played
here by the ordering of the hydrogen ions, the effective
potential U(O for which at the O-H-O bonds is of
the form shown in Fig. 1. Above the transition, both
minima of U( ~) are statistically uniformly populated,
and below Tc there appears a spontaneous asymmetry
of the population. A detailed description of all the data
on the transition can be found, for example, in [1-5].
A qualitative feature of the thermodynamics is in
this case the narrowness of the transition region: almost all the changes of the polarization and of the
specific heat occur in an interval of several degrees
near Tc [1-5]. This indicates immediately that the description of the statistics by the usual approximations
of the molecular-field (MF) type, which is sufficient,
for example, for a qua li tati ve description of the transition in the ordinary ISing model, will not be very satisfactory here. In this connection, Slater proposed in the
first paper on the theory of KDp l 6] a known model that
presupposes the presence of strong short-range interactions, and described an approximate method for its
investigation, equivalent, as it turned out later, to the
so-called "cluster approximation "l7,8 J. Slater's model
was generalized and developed in a number of papers,
particular ly in 19, 1O J. Blinc [l1,8J emphasized the importance of taking quantum effects into account, particularly the tunneling through the potential barrier (Fig. 1);
this has explained qualitatively the strong isotopic
shift of Tc from 123 to 220 following deuterization.
The interaction of the hydrogens of the OH bonds with
the lattice vibrations, the features of the dynamics, and
other aspects were also considered in a number of
papers [12, 13J.
0

These crystals are of interest, on the one hand, because of the relative simplicity of the structure and
because they have been fairly well studied, so that it is
possible to use them as examples for the understanding
and study of the general properties of ferroelectrics of
the order-disordered type, many of which also have
hydrogen bonds. On the other hand, transitions in these
crystals have peculiarities from the point of view of the
gene ral theory of phase transitions. Thus, the transition in Slater's model turns out to be essentially different from that in the Ising model, and numerous variants
of the Slater model (particularly, two-dimensional ones,
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FIG. I

for which exact solutions could be obtained), are also
widely discussed in the literature (see, for example, [14 J).
The most complete discussion of the statistics of the
transition in KDP with allowance for tunneling effect
has been proposed by Blinc and Svetina[8]. They have
developed in further detail, as applied to this problem,
the cluster approximation, which is much more accurate
than, say, the MF approximation. For the Slater model,
the main thermodynamic results indicate exactly[15 J the
position of T c , the character of the transition (of firstorder with saturation of the polarization immediately at
the point T c ), and the Curie-Weiss law for the susceptibility. It is natural to expect the accuracy with which
the fundamental thermodynamic quantities are determined to remain high enough also in the case of not too
large deviations from the Slater model (see below), so
that a quantitative comparison with experiment is justified. Blinc and Svetina[8J reduced the problem of calculating the free energy to a determination of the roots of
algebraic equations of sixth and third degree, but investigated these equations only numerically. Their results therefore have no lucid analytic form and it is
difficult to compare them with new and noticeably more
accurate data on KDP and DKDP (KD 2P0 4)l1-5], or with
the data being obtained on other crystals in this family
(RbH z P0 4, KH z As0 4 , CsH 2As0 4, etc .). In addition, the
numerical results, as seen from a comparison with the
analytic ones, contain some inaccuracies. At the same
time, a quantitative comparison of theory with experiment is of interest here for a number of reasons.
1. First, it is desirable to verify the correctness of
the general ideas concerning the transition, including
the very hypotheSiS that two minima exist (Fig. 1) and
that the hydrogens at the bonds are ordered. To this
end it is desirable to eliminate, for example, the large
discrepancy (by a factor of 2-3) noted by Cochran l131
between the experimental data and the ratio of the
Curie-Weiss constant to the square of the saturation
polarization, a discrepancy that arises when KDP and
DKDP are described by the MF approximation. When
Copyright © 1974 The American Institute of Physics
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other crystals, say NaN0 2, are described with the aid
of this approximation, no such discrepancy arises.
2. Several papers (see, for example,[16,a J) examine
whether the interaction constants of the hydrogen ions
change when the hydrogen is replaced by deuterium. A
determination of this change and its interpretation can
greatly clarify the microscopic picture and the mechanism of the transition.
3. In a number of experimental papers [2-5) it was
proposed to describe the rapid growth of the polarization P and of the specific heat c near Tc by means of
unusual empirical relations such as P ~ Tl/4,
C ~ T- 1/ 2 (2), or P ~ T1/6[51, where T '" 1 - T/Tc. These
relations differ strongly from those observed in other
transitions and from those proposed theoretically (17).
For the general theory of phase transitions it is therefore very interesting to compare the observed curves
with the results of the employed cluster approximation,
to see whether they are described already within the
framework of this simple approximation (of the selfconsistent-field type) without making use of the contribution of the critical long-range correlations(17). The
latter may not be decisive in KDP, even near Tc, since
this ferroelectric is uniaxial and exhibits a piezoeffect
in the paraphase[la,19).

2.HAMILTONIAN AND FUNDAMENTAL
APPROXI MATIONS
Following[ID,7), we start from the following effective
Hamiltonian for the hydrogen subsystem:

H=-~ E/(r-r')a,'a,.'-r

Ea,"-E..p Ea,"

(1)

r,r'

Here r describes the position of the hydrogen bond;
a~ and a~ are Pauli matrices describing the transitions of the hydrogen ion between the lowest states in
the potential (Fig. 1), namely symmetrical I/Is == ¢o and
. antisymmetrical ¢a == ¢1. The excitation energies of the
higher states are apparently large (see Sec. 6 below),
and can be neglected at the considered T ~ T c. The
constants J and r, according to[2O), are expressed in
terms of ¢s and ¢a in the following fashion:
I(r-r')=

E
•. V.~(r-r').~ ·~

•• ••',

~

s•• =J

d's I\l. (s)M'.(S),

(2a)

E V.~(rH(s·s~) .. -(~·£~) .. l.

(2b)
",fI,"
Here VQ/j3 (r - r') are structure constants characterizing the interaction of the bonds rand r'; Ea and ES
are the energies of the states ¢a and ¢s, while ( ... )ss
and ( ..• )aa denote averages over the states ¢s and
¢a. The quantity Eex in the last term of (1) denotes an
electric field from external sources, i.e., the field that
would exist in the absence of the polarizability of the
medium and the crystal.
r=8.-8.+-+

Expressions (1) and (2) were obtained in [ID) without
allowance for the lattice vibrations. It is also shown
there that in the absence of tunneling, r '" 0, allowance
for these vibrations in the harmonic approximation
leads only to a renormalization of the constants VQ/{3.
Blinc and Svetina [a) argue that even in the case of
noticeable tunneling the interaction with the lattice does
not lead to significant changes in the Hamiltonian (1).
By the methods of[aJ,21) it can be shown that the effective bond dipole moment pin (1) is proportional to
~sa, i.e., to the dipole moment of the transition between
331
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the states ¢s and ¢a. We note also that inasmuch as
in KDP the distance between the minima U( ~) is
2l ~ 0.35A« I r - r'lmin ~ 3.5A, the second term of
(2b), generally speaking, is smaller than the first by a
factor ~l21 r - r' I;;in' and will henceforth be disregarded in the estimates. Nor will we take into account
the corrections discussed by Blinc and Ribaric[21 J,
which must be introduced in rand p as a result of
the "polaron" mechanism of the interaction of the
hydrogen with the lattice, since the influence of these
corrections can, in the main, evidently also be taken
into account by renormalization of the constants and of
the form of the potential U( ~).
A schematic diagram of the P0 4 tetrahedron with the
adjacent OH bonds is shown in Fig. 2. Just as in[a,7),
we choose as the principal cluster the aggregate of four
spins adjacent to the given tetrahedron while the interaction with the more remote neighbors is described by
the MF approximation. To simplify the formulas, we
confine ourselves to the case when there is no microscopic field, E '" 0, and the expressions for the dielectric constant X in a weak field will be obtained from
the thermodynamic equation
1

1 ()'F

x- 1 =4;{)p'
where F{P) is the free-energy density in the absence
of the field and P is a polarization per unit volume
(see, for example, [1)). Then the cluster Hamiltonian H4
and the single-particle Hamiltonian HI can be expressed
in the form1a,7 J
HJ,. = -V(Olz(j2J: + 0'22:0'3% + 0'3'0',,' + O'4.'O't ' ) .
-U(a,'a,' + a,'a,') - ('I'a+ 1/2<jl) (a,' + a,' + a,' + a,')
-(r - 1/2'1) (a,' + a,'+ a," + a,');
H, =-('I'o+<I')a,'- (r-'1)a,'.

(3)
(4)

Here U and V are the constants of the interaction with
the nearest neighbors shown in Fig. 2:
U =1.. =1" = 1/2(8 -

wi,

V = I" = I" =1" =1" = 1/2(W - 1/28). (5)

The quantities E and w in (5), as can be verified from
(3), have the meaning of differences of the interaction
energies in the states shown in Fig. 2b (just as in [7 J, the
presence of hydrogen near a given P0 4 group corresponds to values
a~ + 1 and a~ '" a~ '" -1). The
constant Y describes the sum of the interaction J (r)
with the non-nearest neighbors. The quantity cp has the
meaning of the average "longitudinal" field produced
by the nearest neighbors and acting on the gi ven spin,
while 1/ is the attenuation of the ''transverse'' field by
these neighbors. The average spin a'" (a Z
according
to (4), is connected with cp and 1) by the relation

ar '" '"

>,

a

Spa,'exp(- BH,)
Sp exp(- ~H,)

=[(<p+ YO);:(r-'1)'l'" thp[(<p+yo)'+(r-'1)']''',
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where {:J = I/T. In the cluster method, the effective
fields rp and 1/ are variational parameters determined
from the self-consistency conditions: the average spin
( (] > of the cluster particles should cOincide with the
average for any spin of the system, described by the
Hamiltonian HI:
Sp a,'p, = Sp a,'p.,
(7a)
Sp a.-p, = Sp a.-p.,
(7b)
p,=

exp(-

~H,)

exp(- ~H.)
p.=
Z,
,Zi=Spexp(-~Hi)' (8)

Z,"

The free energy per KH 2 P0 4 molecule is given by[8 J
(9)'

F=-T(lnZ,-21nZ,) +ya'.

'Relation (9) was derived in [8J somewhat formally,
but it can be derived also in a more illustrative form
by expressing the average energy E = (H
with H
from (1), the exact pair distribution function p(1, 2),
in accordance with the considered approximation, by
the function obtained from P4 lEq. (8)]

3_ DIAGONALIZATION OF H4 AND GENERAL
EXPRESSION FOR F
In the presence of a transverse field we have r
1/ ... 0 and the matrix of the operator H4 in (3) is no'

longer diagonal; to find the sum Z4 in (9) it is necessary to obtain its eigenvalues Ai. Then
11

Z. =

=

(11 )

Using the symmetry of H4 relative to the permutations
1 ~ 3, 2 - 4, and 1, 3 - 2, 4, we can reduce the
matrix H4 to quasi diagonal form, i.e., write it in the
form of the direct product A(6) x A(3) X A(3) X B(3) X A(l),
where

>,

p(1, 2)

.E.... exp(- ~Ai)'

-2a 0 0
o 2a 0

2v

o

o o

o
2v

2\>
2v

8

o
o

o

Sp3, .p.(1, 2, 3, 4),

(12)

and integrating then the thermodynamic relation
E = a(/3F)/a/3 with respect to /3, we obtain formula (9)
when (7) are taken into account. It is easy to verify
that the consistency equations (6) and (7) coincide with
the conditions (9) for the minimum of the energy F
regarded as a function of (], rp, and 1/:
fJF _ fJF _ fJF -0

a;-a;-arj- ,
so that these equations can be obtained also by minimizing F.
Let us recall the results of the investigation of this
model without tunneling, i.e., at r = 1'/ = O. If we neglect
all the charged configurations (w = O(») and put Y = 0,
then we obtain Slater's model[7,6 J, in which the polarization changes jumpwise from zero to saturation a = 1 at
T = T c , and the dielectric constant X satisfies the
Curie-Weiss law X = C(T - Tof\ with To = Tc. Allowance for the contribution of the long-range forces
Y ... 0, as mentioned by Silsbee et al.[IOJ, does not
change the character of the transition, but the transition point Tc now lies above the Curie-Weiss temperature To, so that the dielectric constant X is finite at
the transition point:
exp {-~,e} =exp {~,y}

-1/2,

exp {-~oe} = 1/2+~oy<exp {-~,e} (10)

U10,c = I/TO,d. At finite energy of the charge configurations, w ... 00 and Y = 0, we obtain the Takagi mode 1[9 J,
in which the transition becomes of second order, but at
small T/W the growth of the polarization takes place
in the narrow interval
t-.T - T, exp

(-~,w).

Finally, at Y'" 0 and w'" 00, we obtain the model of
Silsbee et al. llOJ , in which the type of transition and the
value of the polarization jump Ll.P c are determined by
the relation between E, Y, and w. In accordance with
the already mentioned limiting cases, larger values of
Y/c and W/E favor the first-order tranSition, particularly the growth of Tc - To and Ll.P c .
Silsbee et al.[loJ used this model to describe DKDP.
From the experimental data of[22 J they estimated
w ~ 900 ± 200°, after which a reasonable description of
the thermodynamics was obtained at values E "" 110°
and Y "" 20°.
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Here

a=qJ+2ya,

w,=4w-2e.

v=f-1/2T1,

The matrices (12) are equivalent to those given by
Blinc and Svetina[8 J, with the exception of a few elements of A (6). If we rewrite the corresponding matrix
from [8J in the basis employed here, then we get for
these elements, in place of the values 2v and 0 obtained by us, the values
= Au = A2!1 = A52 =
A" =A51 =A" = A" =

AI4

3/2V ,

1/2\>.

It is seen from (12) that to determine Ai exactly it
is necessary to solve one equation of sixth degree and
two third-degree equations, although above Tc (at
a = 0), these equations become one fourth-degree and
quadratic or linear equations. To simplify the algebraic
problem, we make use of the fact that the energy of the
charged configurations w is much larger than the
energies E of the neutral configurations, i.e., a = E/ W
~ 0.1 is a small parameter. We therefore obtain the
eigenvalues of H4 by expansion with respect to a, confining ourselves to linear terms.

We present first expressions for the spectrum
above Tc:
A.
1
_=_(p-2t>-d),
e

A.
-=-t>,

2

A,

e

1

-;-=2"(p-2t>+d),
A,
All = A"

=

=

A.
A.
-=-=(1-6)(1-a{j)
e

e

A,=e,

'

(13 )

w(1- I/aa{j) , A. = A. = AIO = W,
+ a6), Au = AlB = w,(1 + 'I"ab);

A" = w(1

here
t> =6-00',

6= (2f-11)'lwe,

p=1-6-2a6+"I.a6',

d = [(1- 36 - 2a{j + "I.ab') , + 4{) -11a6'J"'.

(14)

The levels Ai in (13) are numbered in increasing order,
and we use for the estimates the value 15 "" 0.4, which
will be derived later on for KDP near Tc.
V. G. Vaks and V. I. Zinenko
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It is seen from (13) that at the considered small O!
and at not too large 6 the six lower levels, just as in
Slater's model, have an energy of the order of E and
lie much lower than the remaining ten levels: Ai ~ w
~ 1000°. It is therefore clear that whereas in the
region T ~ TcD ~ 220° of the transition in DKDP the
charged configurations still make a certain contribution
to the thermodynamics, this contribution in KDP at
T::;, TcH ~ 130° is quite small and the main factor in
the second-order transition is tunneling. We have
therefore taken into account in the levels Ai with
i :?: 7 only corrections linear in O!, and neglected the
terms ~ WO! 26 = EO! 6.

Below T c , where a ~ 0, uSing as before an expansion in O! up to first order, we find that As, A4, A6, A15,
and A16 do not depend on a and are determined as before by (13). The remaining levels are bound. The
higher levels A7 - A14 are obtained from the linear and
quadratic equations. On the other hand, for the levels
AI, A2, and A5, by eliminating from perturbation theory
the contribution of the lowest states, we obtain a thirddegree equation. By obtaining its roots with the aid of
Cardan's formula and substituting them together with
the other Ai in (11), we arri ve at the following expression for the free energy F in the region T ~ Tc:
~F=2InZ,

-In(K.+K, +L)

+y~a'.

Here
L =

Z, =2chM(a-'YQ')'+ (f-Tj)']"'.
Ko = 2e-~1i(1-b)(1-/Jb) + e-~Ii + 2e-lhDIU-IIb/t2),
4e-",(l+a""ch ~(a' + <'>'e' / 4),/. + 2e-~w('-a""ch ~(a' + 1\'e' / 36) ',"
+ 2e-~w(I+II··"'ch ~ (a' + 2M'e' / 36) "'.

(16)

and the parameter r and lP in Kl are given by
a'

1 [,p'+ 61\'+4'a6'(1-371\)+
3
r=3"
12a,' ]'"

a"=7(1-aO),

(17 )
cos31jl =_1_[ p' + 9p1\' +~a1\'(1- 6) (1- 37<'»- 36a,' (p -E.a1\')]
27r'
8
R

where p and b. are the same as in (14).
The last term in the sum Ko is negligibly small in
practice. We have retained it only for convenience in
comparing with the results in the absence of tunneling,
r = 1) = 6 = O. In this case, as can be easily verified,
tan lP = 2a 13, r cos lP = a/3, r f3sin lP = 2a, and (15)
goes over into a well-known expression (see[1O,7]).
4. INVESTIGATION OF THE PHASE-TRANSITION
REGION
We consider first the region above T c , where a and
a(a) are equal to zero, but 1) '" O. If we denote for
brevity r - 1) = JJ., so that (14) yields 6 = (r + JJ. )2/WE,
then the equation a F / a 1) = 0 takes the form
th ~/-I =

f+/-I
10 , --;;;;-T
or

where f~ = a In zo/ao and Zo
(11) with Ai from (13).

,
T'(!,),
th ~/-I = a1\7 0 ,

= Zdli,

a

= 0)

(18)

is given by

by the parameter 00 = O! r 2/ E2, and not by r/ E. Therefore, for sufficiently noticeable r ~ E, for example in
KDP, where r ~ 2E, the influence of tunneling is still
not too large.
Using (18) and (19) we can obtain an equation for the
Curie-Weiss temperature To, which is determined
from the condition that the coefficient of a 2 in the expansion (15) of F in powers of a vanish (in this case
a = a(a) is determined from (6». The obtained expression is somewhat cumbersome, and we present only its
form at small values of Ii:
K+ 2Lo -1- 2'V~(Lo + 1) - u1\c,-1\'c, =0,

(20)

Here Cl and C2 are certain positive functions of (3, E,
Y, and w (which are not written out because of their

complexity).
We see that in accordance with the discussion
of[ll,ID], the tunneling makes To lower. It is seen also
that the expansion of To in powers of 6 begins with
terms ~0!1i and 0 2. It is seen from (15)-(17) that the
same character is possessed by the expansion in powers
of Ii of all other quantities connected with the polarization, at all values of T. Therefore at small 6 (for example, in DKDP), the results in the statistical approach
hardly differ from the case r = O. For KDP, however,
such an expansion would already be inaccurate, owing
to the large numerical factors of 6 in (13), (14), and
(17).
Below T c , at nonzero a or a, the equation for 6
takes, as before, the form (19), but f~ is replaced by
f'R coth R, where R ={.:l[(a - Ya)2 + JJ. 2]112, and f' is
determined in the same manner as f~, except thaLZo
is replaced by the complete function Z4 (6, a). In analogy, (32JJ.2 is given by the right-hand side of (18) with
the substitution f~ - r'R coth R. Thus, the entire dependence of <5 on T is contained in small terms of
order of O!, and we can verify that even at Tc = T
~ 15°, when the KDP polarization is already close to
saturation, the deviation of 6 from 6(T c ) in KDP does
not exceed 2-3%. We can therefore assume in practice
that 6 is constant in the entire region of the transition.
The same pertains also to the quantity JJ., since the
difference (~10-20%) between the right-hand side of
(18) and the value at T = Tc sets in only at R ~ 1, when
the small quantity JJ. 2 in R becomes utterly insignificant.
Thus, to determine the thermodynamic below T c , it
remains to express a in terms of a (or a in terms .
of a), by means of (6), then substitute a(a) in (15) and
determine a( T) at a( T) from (7a) or from the minimum condition a F / aa = O. These transcendental equations were solved numerically, and it turned out to be
simpler and clearer (in particular for the determination of Tc from the condition F(a, Tc) = F(O, Tc»,
instead of solving the last equation, to plot F(a) at
different values of T and then obtain the minimum of
F (a) from these plots.

We see that (32J.L 2::;, O! 0, so that tanh {3JJ. in (18) can
be replaced by (3JJ.. We then obtain from the first equation of (18) the following expression for the determination of Ii:
1\(1- al,'.T' / e')' = f' / ew'" 6•.
\ (19)
Thus, tunneling effects are determined in the statistics

The results for a number of thermodynamic quantities are given together with the available data on DKDP
and KDP in the table and in Fig. 3. We start with a
discussion of DKDP. In the first line of the table are
gi ven the results for the set of parameters proposed
by Silsbee et al.[lO]. We see that these values on the
whole describe satisfactorily the experimental data,
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Relations of this type were discussed earlier[a,lOj and
it can be assumed that they are preserved in the ~ain
even in a more accurate allowance for the interaction
with the lattice vibrations than is used in models (1)
and (2). We therefore confine the selection of the
parameters for KDP to the condition (21). In sets 5
and 9 we have changed E, Y, and w by approximately
25% in comparison with sets 4 and 2, and we have
chosen r such as to have TcH ~ 130 We see that although the set 5 does indeed describe KDP satisfactorily, the transition remains of second order, and the
polarization near Tc increases much more slowly than
in experiment. Set 6 shows that an increase of Y,
while making the agreement with Tc and C worse, has
little effect on the discrepancy. It can be verified that
different variations of E, Y, and w (sets 7 and 8), not
even those connected with condition (21), do not lead to
a noticeable improvement of agreement with experiment for KDP.
•

5. PHENOMENOLOGICAL ALLOWANCE FOR
EFFECTS OF STRICTION AND CORRELATION

o

lQ-T, deg

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the polarization (a) and of the
specific heat (b, c) in DKDP and KDP. The numbers and letters marking
the curves correspond to the sets of parameters and experimental data
indicated in the table. Curve a was plotted for an incompletely deuterated
sample (- 80% deuterium content).

but there are certain discrepancies. The polarization
jump AP c is smaller, the P(T) increases more
steeply, and Tc is lower than in experiment. The
latter is worthy of mention because the employed approximation, like other self-consistent field approximations, as a rule overestimates Tc (see, for example,L25 J), so that the exact value of Tc at the given
parameters lies apparently even lower. The agreement
becomes better if one chooses for w the value 1100
which lies within the limits of the experimental error
given by Schmidt and Uehling[22 1, and if E is somewhat
increased (see the set 2). The remaining small discrepancies can be attributed to inaccuracies of the
model and to failure to take into account some effects
which will be discussed below.
0

,

We start the discussion of KDP with set 4, in which
the entire influence of the D - H substitution reduces
only to the addition of tunneling r without a change of
E, w, and Y in comparison with set 2. We see that to
obtain the observed lowering of Tc it would be necessary to have quite large values of r, at which the
transition would be much more of second order, less
abrupt than in experiment, and P s would be noticeably
lower than the observed value. We thus arrive, in
agreement with[a,16 J, at the need for changing the interaction parameters E, 1', and w when the hydrogen is
replaced by deuterium.
Since the relative change of the lattice parameters
is small on going from KDP to DKDP, ~0.20/0[26J, the
factors Va{3 in (2) can be naturally regarded as constant, and the change of the potentials in (2) and (5) can
be ascribed to a change in the values of ~sa, which are
proportional to the effecti ve dipole moments p:
334
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We see thus that although the employed model gives
perfectly reasonable description of both the general
properties of KDP and DKDP and of the thermodynamics of the transition in DKDP, it is not sufficient
for a quantitative description of KDP, since it does not
account for the first-order character of the transition
and for the sharp increase of P( T) near Tc. Let us
discuss in this connection some of the made approximations. It was emphasized above that the Hamiltonians (1) and (2) were derived microscopically only for
a rigid lattice or only when its vibrations are taken
into account in the harmonic approximation. Anharmonic
interactions, particularly electrostriction interactions
and terms of fourth degree in the displacements, were
not taken into account.
It is known, however, that striction interactions
contribute to the conversion of the phase transition into
a first-order transitoin [Z7-29]. Thus, if we describe this
interaction with the aid of the usual expansion in the
strains ui and the polarization P, then F takes the
form

(22)
where F and Vo are the free energy and the volume
per molecule; Cik and <lil are the elastic moduli and
the electrostriction coefficients; F 0 is the free energy
of the clamped crystal, given in our case by expressions (9) and (15). If we eliminate Ui from (22) with
the aid of the equations a F / aUi = 0 and recognize that
in our mode P is proportional to a, then F takes in
place of (9) the form
F=Fo - qa"
q=

2~o,(2P)' ~qi1(C-I) ...q."

(23)
(24)

i,1t

where p = PVo/2a is the same as in (1). It is seen from
(23) (for example, by expanding Fo(a) in powers of a),
that subtraction of the term with q actually favors the
first-order transition and a sharper increase of a(T)
below T c. To be sure, this term has the meaning of a
small anharmonic correction and cannot be large. However, as already noted above and as can be seen from
V. G. Vaks and V. I. Zinenko
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Model parameters
Set
No.

\

'.
deg

I

w.
deg

r.

Y•.

deg

deg

23
23
23

0
0
0

\

Te· IT.-To.
deg

q.

•• dB

deg

0.186
0.186
0.186

0
0
0.7

deg

APe'

PI'

I'C/cm'

I'C/cm'

°1

C+.

C-,

4B. cali.

deg

deg

mol-deg

KD.PO, (theory)
I
2
3

110
115
115

I

.900
1100
1100

a

\

I

213
223
224.1

\

I

0.7
I
2.1

3,07
4,45
4.9

I

3700
3700
3700

6.15
6.15
6.15

130
130

I
1.05
1,05

K(DxHt_x)'PO, (experiment)

z = O,8±O,1 [•. 'J

215

Extrapolation to x = 1

220

I

0,7

4.3

0.8

4.8

\6.15["J

I

3800
4000

KH,PO, (theory)
115
80
80
90
80
80
80
80

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II

1100
800
800
800
1100
800
800
800

295
140
140
140
140
170
140
140

23
16
23
16
16
16
16
16

0.18/\
0.163
0.163
0.163
0.163
0.163
0.163
0.163

146.0
134.8
150.1
144.5
139.6
122.5
134.8
134.. 8

0
0
0
0
0
0
1.9
2.14

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.04
0.08

0
0
0
0
0
0
1.41
2.03

.-

0.72

2900

5.05

0.94

3000

450

5.1
5.05
5.05
4.6
5.05
5.05

0.95
0.. 94
0.94
0.85
0.94
0 .. 94

2800
3100
3100
2800
3000
3000

450
450

4.,\

0.19
0.714
0.796
0.768
0.706
0.652
0.714
0.714

KH,PO, (experiment)
c
Ii

I

['J
[5J

I

122,7

0.03

1.3

0.05

1.83

5.1 ["J
123

\

\

3200

\

\ 52OP'l

0.7

Note. Here AS is the entropy of the tranSition, defined as S(Tc + 0) - S(O). C+ and C_ are the Curie-Weiss constants for the paraphase and ferroelectric phase. IdB = 4.8 X 10-18 cgs esu is the Debye dipole-moment unit.

the table and from Fig. 3, since the transition is generally narrow and is close to the transition in the
Slater model, even relatively small factors influence
here strongly the behavior near Tc, although this influence decreases with increasing distance from Tc.
Besides the striction term, the other terms of
second and third order in the ion displacements are of
the same order in the anharmonicity (see, for example/ 28J ). If these terms are assumed small, then the
displacements can be regarded in the first approximation, as before, as linearly connected with a I2O , 121.
Expressing them in terms of a, we again arrive at a
formula similar to (23), except that q is now connected
not only with the stricti on coefficients, but also with
other anharmonic coefficients.
More appreciable deviations from (23) can result
from an allowance for the correlation effect and for the
growth of the long-wave fluctuations near T C [17,18 J.
These effects increase as To is approached, and can
therefore be more strongly pronounced in KDP than in
DKDP, since Tc - To is noticeably smaller here. It is
known that when these effects are taken into account the
polarization and the subseptibility increase more
rapidly near Tc than in the self-consistent field approximations[17,18 J. This may explain, in particular,
why the Curie-Weiss constants in the table are somewhat lower than in experiment. In addition, Larkin and
Pikin [29J have shown that, in the region of strong correlation effects, striction coupling with the elastic forces
always causes the phase transition to become of first
order. When Tc is approached to be sure, the correlation effects in uniaxial ferroelectrics of the KDP type
increase more slowly, logarithmically,P8 1, and
generally speaking they never become too strong here
if the piezoelectric effect in the paraphase is taken into
account[19]. However, estimates of these effects are
quite uncertain and do not contain a formal small
parameter[18,19], so that one cannot exclude the possibility that these effects are the causes of the firstorder transition and of the sharp growth of peT) in
KDP.
To obtain a quantitati ve idea of the total contribution
of the anharmonic and correlation effects, we have
attempted to describe them with the aid of expression
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(23), in which q is a new reconciliation parameter. In
order not to complicate the calculation scheme, in the
last term of (23) as well as in the term F o, was taken
to be a(a) as defined by (6). The values of q in sets
10 and 11 were pIatched to the values of apc from the
papers of Strukov et al. [2] and of Benepe and Reese [Sl.
We see that in accordance with the foregoing remarks,
sufficiently small q ~ 0.015Tc have a strong effect on
peT) near T c , almost annihilating the noted discrepancy, and that negligible changes of q alter a Pc
strongly.
It is interesting that the values obtained thereby for
the difference Tc - To, which is very small and can
be assumed to be sensitive to the accuracy of the calculation, turn out to be in reasonable agreement with
experiment. We have attempted to compare the value
of q for KDP with the "pure striction" value qs (24).
The use of data on Cik, given in the book by lona and
Shirane[l] and the data of Kobayashi et al. [30J on ~k,
yielded qs ~ 0.23°, i.e., smaller than in the table by
almost one order of magnitude. It is unclear whether
it is necessary to ascribe the obtained agreement of
P(T) and Tc - To to other anharmonic terms that make
a definite contribution to q, or whether formula (23)
gi ves a sufficient interpolation also of the contribution
of the remaining effects, particularly correlation
effects,

Finally, Set 3 illustrates the influence of the term
with q on the thermodynamics of DKDP. Since the
meaning of q is not quite clear, we do not know how it
should be altered by deuterization, but we see that the
small qD ~ 0.3qH seems to improve somewhat the
agreement with experiment. Recognizing that the
change of Tc with pressure, which is proportional to
qik, is smaller in DKDP[31 J, and Tc - To is larger,
than in KDP, the decrease of qD in comparison with H
can be regarded as not contradicting the ideas developed
above.
6. SATURATION POLARIZATION. ESTIMATES
OF THE PARAMETERS OF THE OH AND 00
BONDS
In the discussion of P s , we note first that at low T
and r", 0, the employed approximation, which includes
V. G. Vaks and V. I. Zinenko
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the ''transverse'' matching equation (7b), no longer
holds, since it gives a meaningless result concerning
the "anti-Curie point," a vanishing of the polarization
at a certain temperature Tac [8 J• The reason is that
since a Z and aX do not commute, the interaction of the
particles inside the cluster (3) cannot be replaced by
specifying a classical field with definite components, as
in (4), and at low T, when only one, lowest quantum
state is significant in H4 and HI, the matching conditions (6) and (7), which imply such an equivalence, have
only a zero solution at a = a = O. If we do not insist on
transverse matching, i.e., assume 11 = 0, then no antiCurie point arises, and a tends to a finite limit as
T - 0, for example to as = 1 - r 2/2w 2 at r2« w 2.
However, in the description of the transition, where the
thermal fluctuations are more important than the quantum fluctuations, the absence of a transverse matching
would make the accuracy of F worse, as can be seen
from variational considerations.
It can be shown, however, that at small 60 the region
of the fictitious decrease of polarization and of Tac
lies quite low, Tac ~ 6~Tc. For the parameters used
in KDP, this is illustrated by the left-hand side of
Fig. 3. Actually, however, the saturation of P(T) to
P s occurs already near Tc. We shall therefore take
P s , just as Blinc and Svetina do[8 J, to mean precisely
this value, which, as can be seen from Fig. 3, is practically constant in a wide interval of T. The values of
as obtained in this case are shown in the table. We
see that in spite of the noticeable tunneling, the values
of as in KDP differ from unity by only several percent.
Therefore the observed decrease of P s in comparison
with DKDP is connected not so much with the tunneling
r as with the change of the coupling moment p in accordance with (21).

An interpretation of this change of p and of the interaction constants is important for the understanding of
the microscopic picture of the transition. Blinc and
Svetina [8J have assumed that this change is due to the
strong lengthening of the O-H-O bond upon deuteration, t.L = LD - LH = 0.14 A. as cited in the unpublished paper by Garret (see[3:!J). This value is much
larger than the known L of compounds with OH
bonds[33 J, namely t.L ~ 0.01-0.04A.. In addition, the
assumption[8 J that t.L coincides with the change of the
distance 2l between the minima (see Fig. 1) is likewise
not very obvious. We wish to note in this connection
that the relative small change of p and ~sa, which in
accordance with (21) and the table is necessary for the
description of deuteration (PD - PH "" 0 .15 PD), may
be connected to a considerable degree simply with the
change of the amplitudes of the zero-point oscillations
in the potential (Fig. 1), even without a change in its
parameters (as is noted also in[8 J). Indeed, for hydrogen, in view of the smaller mass, the levels ES and Ea
lie higher than for deuterium. Therefore, if it is assumed in accordance with Fig. 1 and the accepted
models of the OH bond[33J that the outer edge of each
of the U( ~) wells is steeper than the inner edge, then
it is clear that with increasing mass the average distance to the center and the dipole moment of the transition ~sa increase.

For ?uantitative estimates we can use the calculations of 341, in which the coupling potential U( 0 was
approximated by the expression
8h'
s' s'
U<sl=-A(--+_).
ml'
I'
21'
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(25)

Assuming for the OH bond in accordance with [IJ 2l
~ 0.35 A. and in accordance with the table r = Ea - ES
"" 140°, we obtain from [34J A "" 2 .95 and (~sa) H
~ 0.9lH. If it is assumed that when the bond is
lengthened the barrier t. U increases in proportion to
the elongation:
then to obtain the values (~sa )H: (~sa)D ~ 0.85 given
in the table and in (21) it suffices to assume 2lD - 2lH
~ 0.023 A.; in this case rD ~ 4°. If we assume that the
shape of the potential remains unchanged and lH = lD,
then the change of ~sa by deuteration would be ~6%
and rD would be ~ 10°. We note also that the distance
to the next excited level E2 - Ea is of the order of
13,000°, thereby justifying the neglect of these states.
Actually, the shape of the potential along the OH bond
differs apparently strongly from (25). This is seen, in
particular, from the fact that in the presented estimate
the height of the barrier, t.u ~ 10,000°, is apparently
too large for such small lH (see, for example,[33,35 J).
More reasonable, in accordance with the assumed concepts concerning the interatomic interactions, is the
form of the potentials shown in Fig. 1 dashed, with a
more gently sloping and broader barrier. It is seen
from the figure that in such a potential the distance
between the minima can be noticeably larger than the
distance between the average positions of the H ions
(~0.35 A.), which was identified above with 2lH. Therefore the effect of the change of ~sa upon deuteration is
apparently larger here than in (25) and may be sufficient to account for the observed change in the parameters (21) even without a change in the distance between
the minima of U(

n
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